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Well, December was packed with
events. We're thrilled about everyone
who joined us for the Game Night,
Karaoke evening, or Open Mic, and
hope that despite the exam period,
you'll find time to join us again in
January.
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Content

You've been waiting for a while, and I (Hansi) have often
been asked about the forum. Now, the time has come for
me to announce it: Forum 2.0. It runs on MS SharePoint,
so you'll need your Office 365 account (which you can
activate on BOKUonline) to log in. Unfortunately,
uploading is a bit complicated for now, but I'm working on
it. However, you can already download files and leave
comments. I hope it meets your expectations. Link 1
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We offer advice via email (stvubrm@oehboku.at),
during our office hours (TÜWI 2nd floor, see below

for office hours), and in person by appointment.
We can help with questions related to your studies,

such as enrollment, withdrawal from studies,
exams, bureaucratic matters, and general non-

academic issues.
We provide assistance, gather information, refer to

other services, and help with issues involving
professors.

OUR TASKS AS
STUDENT

REPRESENTATIVES

We manage a budget on behalf of the ÖH
and allocate funds in its best interest.

In addition to organizing our own events like
the semester party, the EST (together with the
ÖH), Bridge Festivals (with other StVs), or the
Laubhaufentreffen, we also support you and

others, such as the student union departments
(Referate) with your projects.

We nominate individuals for the Faculty
Student Working Group (FachStuAG)

responsible for revising curricula and for
Habilitation (granting teaching

authorization in specific subject areas).

We collaborate with other StVs, undertake
joint projects, and submit joint proposals to

the University Representation of the ÖH.

As there have been questions about our
specific roles as StV, we want to give you a
brief overview of our services and those
provided by the Austrian Student Union
(ÖH).

We collaborate with other important ÖH and university entities to provide
comprehensive support.

Feel free to reach out to us for any assistance or information you may
need. Our goal is to support you throughout your academic journey.

Logo design competition
As our current logo has received mixed reviews and

isn't immediately associated with UBRM by some,

we've contemplated the idea that it might be time for

something better. Something original yet simple,

easily recognizable, with clear symbolism that

unequivocally represents UBRM. And to ensure it

truly belongs to and is embraced by UBRM, we invite

you to be a part of its creation.

We are announcing a design competition. Everyone is

welcome to come up with a design and submit it to

us via email (Subject: "UBRM Logo Competition"). It

doesn't have to be perfect, there's no specific format

requirement, and whether hand-drawn or computer-

generated, the idea just needs to be discernible. The

individual who proposes the chosen design will

receive merchandise (featuring the new logo, of

course) as a gift from us.

Get those creative juices flowing, and let's together

craft a logo that embodies the spirit of UBRM!
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Open Mic
Are you eager to showcase your

talents at our 8th Open Mic in front
of your fellow university colleagues?
Whether you're a musician, poet, or

comedian, you can expect a pleasant
atmosphere and a great vibe where
you can be the star! ✨🎤🎭 Feel free
to sign up using the link provided in

description Link 3 and join us on
January 22nd at 7 PM at TÜWI Beisl.
✨ Whether you're an audience

member or a fan of these 'talents,'
you are more than welcome to join

us with open arms! 💚

Stammtisch
On January 10th, the regular get-

together (UBRM-Stammtisch) is back.
We hope you have the time and

desire to join us for a relaxed
gathering between exams. The

location is the Tunnel, Florianigasse
39 1080 Wien.

Budget Management

Consultation

Projects

Nominations

Inter StV

They specialize in interpreting the
University Act and provide advice on

study rights, obligations, etc.

BiPol
Department for Educational Policy

Study Services

Responsible, among other things,
for credit transfers. They can be
bureaucratic at times but hold
significant responsibilities. We

sometimes face the same
challenges in getting answers from

them as you.

Secretariat
ÖH

Important for all
matters related to
ÖH administration.

current Logo:

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

MORE  INFORMATIONS
HERE: LINK 4

In December, the EU Parliament and EU member states finally reached an
agreement on the EU Supply Chain Law, ensuring its implementation.
While the details may still change, this law establishes legal
accountability for the supply chain, allowing for compensation claims
even outside the EU. 

Office Hours Jan 2024
2 - 3 pm | Tüwi 2. Stock

HÖR MAL WER DIE WELT VERÄNDERT

is a podcast by students that explores sustainable
and interdisciplinary topics (in german). Dive into
our latest podcast episode, where Lukas Hammer,
spokesperson for Climate Protection and Energy at
the Austrian Greens, discusses the outcomes of
the historic COP28. Learn why the resolution is
deemed "historic" but also discover the loopholes
in the final statement that cast doubt on a decisive
exit from coal, oil, and gas. Send your feedback to:
podcast@oehboku.at.

01.01.2024 - WORLD PEACE DAY

21.01.2024 - JOGGING PANTS DAY
I don't have control over my life on Sundays. (Karl Lagerfeld)

16.01.2024 - SPICY FOOD DAY
I can't handle spicy food, but I wish you all a good appetite.

15.01.2024 - WIKIPEDIA DAY
How many assignments have been written using Wikipedia?

To be machine-readable, our newsletter is also available as a PDF.
04.01.2024 - BRAILLE DAY

21.01.2024 - THANK YOU DAY
I thank you, UBRM students, for your trust and cooperation.

Quirky Holiday (from and with Hansi)

21.01.2024 - WORLD HUG DAY
If you've come this far, you might as well spend the day hugging.

24.01.2024 - DAY OF HEARTY LAUGHTER
I always appreciate people with a sense of humor.

28.01.2024 - LEGO DAY
They're called "Klemmbausteine," and there are also (better) alternative brands to Lego.

In addition to the Austrian
environmental labels, you often
encounter the PEFC or FSC
certification on paper. How much trust
you place in them is a matter of
personal choice. However, they all
provide a minimum level of assurance.

Alongside the Austrian environmental
labels, you might often come across the
PEFC or FSC certification on paper. The
extent to which you trust these
certifications is a personal decision.
However, they all provide a minimum
level of assurance.

Question of the month

Answer December

E-Mail: stvubrm@oehboku.at

THE FULL EPISODE:  LINK 5

Here you can give us feedback on the newsletter
Link 6

https://bokuprod.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/sites/UBRMForum/SitePages/Home.aspx?csf=1&web=1&share=EVSMkQEoWYxFhXKt-5TdIHUBdEqNCgI7Q8H6dvfRvL1xxQ&e=8c8VUr
https://oehboku.at/boku-ball/
https://www.termino.gv.at/meet/de/p/aa1537bc2db3df7991d0de401bebf072-283938
https://orf.at/stories/3342807/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2Fjfh49RG9UYG3Vd9pzQWu
https://survey.boku.ac.at/696573?lang=de

